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Abstract - In multimedia communication, compression of data is essential to improve transmission rate, and minimize storage space. At the same time, authentication of transmitted data is equally important to justify all these activities. The drawback of compression is that the compressed data are vulnerable to channel noise. In this paper, error concealment methodologies with ability of error detection and concealment are investigated for integration with image authentication in JPEG2000. The image authentication includes digital signature extraction and its diffusion as a watermark. To tackle noise, the error concealment technologies are modified to include edge information of the original image. This edge image is transmitted along with JPEG2000 compressed image to determine corrupted coefficients and regions. The simulation results are conducted on test images for different values of bit error rate to judge confidence in noise reduction within the received images.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The two common standards to compress and code images before transmission or storage are JPEG and JPEG2000. The JPEG is old standard and is based on discrete cosine transform (DCT) while JPEG2000 is the newer and is based on Wavelet transform.

As compressed data are more vulnerable to channel noise, therefore, the transmitted data must be resilient to channel noise and other impairments [1-3]. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to address transmission errors by making transmitted data more robust to channel noise and in some cases conceal corrupted data at the receiver. As an example, the authors in [4] present a scalable scheme for robust JPEG 2000 image transmission to multiple wireless clients, using an adaptive bandwidth estimation tool. In another research [5], the authors present the results of an initiative to transmit imagery content through a Link-16 tactical network using JPEG2000 compatible approach. In that approach, the most important part of the JPEG2000 compressed image is transmitted through a more error resistant (and anti-jamming) Link-16 packed structure and the remaining of the image in less robust data structures but at higher data rates.

The need for high compression and artifacts free imaging has made JPEG2000 a capable algorithm to replace the current JPEG which is still being applied today [6]. The implementation of two dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2-D DWT) requires digital filers and down-samplers. In JPEG2000, typically images are decomposed to five wavelet levels to accomplish higher compression ratio.

The edge detection is also useful for detecting valuable or important changes in the value of the intensity, and can be explored to hide image distortions introduced in the channel. This kind of detection is mostly achieved using first order or second order derivative of intensity values. Moreover, one of the reasons that could make this variation high is the existence of high frequency (noise) at that area. Once data is received at the receiver, errors are detected and if possible, they are also corrected. Since compressed data are more vulnerable to channel noise, therefore, the transmitted data needs to be made resilient to channel noise and other impairments or post processing in the receiver needs to deployed. Such techniques have been classified into three groups. The first technique makes the encoder to play the major role by making the source data more immune to transmission errors. The second technique uses post processing in the decoder plays in concealing errors without depending on additional data from the encoder. The third technique uses interactive approach where encoder and decoder work cooperatively through feedback channel to minimize impact of transmission errors.

Digital Signature and Watermarking: Typically, watermark techniques protect the right of service providers, while digital signature covers customers. As an example, a customer wants to verify the seller of the image and that the purchased image is in fact bought from the legal one. In this case, digital signature comes as a useful tool. In terms of implementation, for example in [7], the authors investigate the invariant features generated from fractionalized bit-planes during EBCOT (Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation) procedure in JPEG2000. These are then coded and signed by the sender's private key to generate one crypto signature. The authors in [8] discuss a scheme, where scalability is achieved by truncating bit planes of wavelet coefficients into two portions in JPEG2000 codec based on lowest compression bit rate (CBR). The invariant features are generated from upper portion, are signed by the sender’s private key to generate a crypto-signature. By embedding the signature in upper portion, the scheme has the ability for content authentication as long as the final transmitted bit rate of the image is not less than the lowest CBR. In another work [9], a secure encryption scheme is proposed, where only some sensitive precincts of the entire image are encrypted. Thus, the code stream is parsed to select only packets containing code-blocks belonging to the selected precincts. The remaining packets are sent without encryption.

The authors in [10] select LL coefficients as authentication code (AC) since root nodes preserve the most important energy. To embed AC in image, AC is further scaled and rearranged into bit planes. The embedding procedure inserts the AC bit plane into multi-resolution images according to progressive image transmission. In [11], the authors employ Dugad technique [12] to resolve security issues in medical images by adding watermark technology to JPEG2000 compression. In [13], the main features of the proposed authentication system include integration of both content based authentication and code-stream based authentication into one unified system. This gives users more freedom to choose a proper type of authentication according to their specific requirements in the application.

Scrambling and Encryption: Recently, a great deal of concern has been raised regarding the security of an image transmitted or stored over public channels. The authors in [14] have proposed an image encryption algorithm using random pixel permutation based on chaos logistic maps and prime modulo multiplicative linear congruential generators. In another work [15], a neural network based encryption has been suggested as a part of encryption and decryption. At the receiving end, it uses neural network to obtain the original image. Scrambling has also been investigated by many authors for example in [16], where authors achieve encryption by dividing the image.
into random overlapping square blocks, generating random iterative numbers and random encryption order, and scrambling pixels of each block using Arnold transform. In another work [17], the authors use fast image scrambling algorithm using a multidimensional orthogonal transform and a cipher image. The security is achieved by a large number of multi-dimensional orthogonal sequences.

**Summary of Issues:** The area of compressed data transmission through noisy channels is still active in research, and needs further investigation. In multimedia communication, the authentication of transmitted data is equally important to justify all image transmission related activities. Recently, protection of image data transmitted or stored over open channels is also getting serious attention. Though digital signature and watermarking techniques have grown to be mature technologies, but the current state of the art approaches do not completely solve the problem of unauthorized copying or provide protection from digital data privacy. Furthermore, there exist many image editing applications that enable easy manipulation of image data, and this problem becomes serious in applications like medical imaging and area surveillance.

In this work, an approach is investigated that collectively addresses security and privacy of compressed image data transmitted through noisy channels. Image authentication and subsequent noise concealment in receiver at multiple levels are the main contributions of this work.

**II. PROPOSED APPROACH**

The proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. It achieves two major objectives in image transmission: (i) embeds authentication in JPEG2000 image before transmission, (ii) uses edge image to help in identifying corrupted regions, in the receiver. Each of the steps discussed as follows:

a. **Edge Extraction:** At the transmitter, the $N_1$-scale wavelet transform is applied as a first step in JPEG2000 coding standard, and the edge image is extracted from these wavelet coefficients. For edge detection, Canny edge detector [18] with convenient thresholds is applied to the wavelet transformed image. The resulting binary edge image undergoes scrambling and lossless compression, as discussed below.

b. **Scrambling:** In literature [19], it has been shown that block level scrambling provides better results than pixel based scrambling, and that it is computationally efficient. For the same purpose, sub-bands of the edge image are decomposed into non-overlapping blocks of pixels, with block size dependent on the level of scrambling. In the next step, these blocks are permuted using 2-D Arnold transform. These permutations again depend on the level of scrambling. The 2-D Arnold transform [19] is defined as:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  x' \\
  y'
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
  1 & b \\
  a & 1 + ab
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
  x \\
  y
\end{pmatrix} \mod N
$$

where $N$ is the order of the image matrix, and $a$, $b$ being positive control parameters are further randomly generated through 2-D coupled logistic map, given below:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x_1(n + 1) &= \mu_1 x_1(n) (1 - x_1(n)) + \gamma_1 x_2^2(n) \\
  x_2(n + 1) &= \mu_2 x_2(n) (1 - x_2(n)) + \gamma_2 (x_1^2(n) + x_1(n) x_3(n))
\end{align*}
$$

This logic map has three coupling terms to show its complexity. It is shown in [19] that the map is chaotic if $2.75 < \mu_1 \leq 3.4$, $2.7 < \mu_2 \leq 3.45$, $0.15 < \gamma_1 \leq 0.21$, $0.13 < \gamma_2 \leq 0.15$.

![Figure 1: Block diagram of Proposed Algorithm](image-url)

This logic map has three coupling terms to show its complexity. It is shown in [19] that the map is chaotic if $2.75 < \mu_1 \leq 3.4$, $2.7 < \mu_2 \leq 3.45$, $0.15 < \gamma_1 \leq 0.21$, $0.13 < \gamma_2 \leq 0.15$. Thus, the chaotic sequence in equation (5) is generated for $0 <
x₁, x₂ < 1, and then a, and b are generated through x₁ and x₂. Once a, and b are generated, then equation (4) is applied on blocks of each sub-band of the edge image, up to k-level scrambling, to get the overall scrambled image. Since the steps of this scrambling are deterministic, it seems easy to use it in reverse order to descramble image at the receiver. It should be noted that since higher subbands of the edge image contain relatively little visual information about the edge, hence scrambling can only be applied to lower band subbands and leaving higher subbands untouched.

c. Lossless Compression: The purpose of this step is to reduce the overhead that results due to transmission of the encrypted edge image. The lossy approach can’t be used here as the edge image is to be used for error concealment in the received image, thus any lossless compression scheme can be used. Since higher subbands of the edge image contain a lot of zeros, the lossless compression of these bands would yield a bigger compression gain. In this approach, run length encoding is adopted for simplicity. The idea is pick up identical patterns present in the binary edge image and represent them as x, c.

The threshold is done to counter changes in information content from block to block due to data manipulations, for example, selecting internal bits as digital signature. These extracted bits are later inserted as watermark in the same subband.

d. Embedding Authentication: In order to present digital signature extraction and watermark insertion into image, it is seems reasonable to define parameters. For simplicity, we assume image and block of square size. Let original image f(x, y) be of size N x N, and its low band subband be represented as LL₀(i, j), where n represents the decomposition scale of the image and i, j are indices of the image band in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ N/2^n and 0 ≤ j ≤ N/2^n. In order to extract digital signature from the image, it is proposed to divide the lowest image subband into blocks Sᵢ (k=1, 2, 3, ..., M) to enable bit extraction across the whole subband. The total extracted number of bits is MXL, where L is number of bits generated per block. This content driven digital signature is more satisfying for customers and image providers to be extracted from within the image rather than selecting external bits as digital signature. These extracted bits are later inserted as watermark in the same subband.

Digital Signature: The digital signature extraction is based on two main points: (a) any low band image coefficient cannot be made larger or smaller without causing significant perceptual changes to the image, thus similarly looking (watermarked, or attacked) blocks will have same signature bits (b) a threshold is used in generating bits from the low band image blocks in such a way that 50% of the projections lie on either side of the threshold to ensure maximum information content in extracted bits. The threshold is done to counter changes in information content from block to block due to data manipulations, for example, certain image processing operations such as noise addition, compression, filtering, etc. In order to extract bits from low band subband, a secret key K is used to generate L random sequences with values uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. These matrices are later smoothed out by a low pass filter, and made zero mean to represent subband variations only. Later, image block Sᵢ as a vector, is projected on each zero mean smoothed random pattern Lᵣ, and then its absolute value is compared with a threshold to generate corresponding bit cᵢ as follows:

\[ cᵢ = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if} |Sᵢ| > Lᵣ \\ 0 & \text{if} |Sᵢ| \leq Lᵣ \end{cases} \]  

(6)

Based on this approach, it can be easily seen that (i) resulting projected values change with a change in K (ii) resulting projected values change if Sᵢ is dissimilar than Sᵢ where i ≠ j. Thus, bits cᵢ are sensitive to key K and vary continuously with subband block Sᵢ.

Watermarking: As described above, the signature bits that are extracted from LL₀ are inserted back as watermark in the lowest subband. This is ensured by using a quantization process, and mean amplitude of the lowest subband. Furthermore, it is desired that inserted watermark be extracted in wavelet domain, and that process be robust against common image processing application such as JPEG compression. Mathematically, watermarking process can be described as:

\[ LL'_a = W_F (LL_a, c, K) \]  

(7)

where LL_a, W_F, LL_a, c, K represent watermarked subband, watermark coding process, un-watermarked subband, signature bits and key respectively. Similarly, the inverse process can be described as:

\[ c' = W_R (LL'_a, K) \]  

(8)

where c' and W_R represent recovered bits and watermark (reverse) coding process respectively. Finally, c and c' go through similarity index check using a threshold T₂ to determine whether correct watermark has been recovered.

For embedding watermarking bits into the subband, the procedure starts as follows:

i. Select embedded intensity as a quantization step size B₀, and calculate the mean mᵦ of each block Sᵢ. Set bᵦ= int [mᵦ/B₀].

ii. Compute the difference diffᵦ as:

\[ diffᵦ = abs (bᵦ – trunc (mᵦ/B₀)) \]

iii. Modify bᵦ using cᵦ, bᵦ and diffᵦ as:

\[ bᵦ' = \begin{cases} bᵦ + 1 & \text{for} \ diffᵦ = 0 \\ bᵦ - 1 & \text{for} \ diffᵦ = 1 \text{else} \ bᵦ' = bᵦ \end{cases} \]

iv. Update wavelet coefficients of block Sᵢ of LL_a(i, j) as:

\[ LLₐ(i, j) = LL_a(i, j) + (bᵦ' x B₀ - mᵦ) \]

where LLₐ(i, j) stands for wavelet coefficient (i, j) of block Sᵢ in lowest subband.

v. Compute and save new mean mᵦ of LL_a(i, j), and construct watermark image using inverse wavelet transform.

Once the image arrives at the receiver, the watermarked bits are extracted as follows:

i. The mean mᵦ of the received lowest subband LLₐ(i, j) is calculated, and difference is computed as:

\[ δᵦ= mᵦ - mᵦ' \]

ii. The received lowest subband LLₐ(i, j) is decomposed into blocks Sᵢ' and mean mᵦ' is calculated.

iii. Compute the quantization value as:

\[ Bᵦ = int [(mᵦ' - δᵦ)/B₀] \]

iv. Extract the embedded bit as:

\[ \text{If } Bᵦ \text{ is even, then } cᵦ = 0, \text{else } cᵦ = 1. \]

JPEG2000 and Channel Coding: Once the watermarked image is available, it is ready for JPEG2000 coding and transmission through noisy channel. Furthermore, scrambled and lossless compressed edge image is also ready for transmission through the same channel. As the size of compressed edge image is significantly lower than the original image, it can be coded using robust channel coding schemes to void distortion due to noise. Thus it is assumed that it is correctly received at the receiver. So at the receiver, watermarked-noisy-compressed image and noise free lossless-compressed edge image are received. The channel noise assumed is the burst noise i.e., the two-state Markov channel model is used to represent bursty noise channel. For simulation purposes, this noise is added to transmitted data before it reaches the receiver.
Receiver operations: The receiver steps follows exactly as shown in Figure 1. The steps just invert the operations stated in sections e, d, c, b, and a respectively. Once edge is extracted from wavelet coefficients image, it is termed as extracted edge image respectively. Next extracted edge image is subtracted from the received edge image of original image. If the difference between the received edge image and the extracted edge image is zero or below a threshold level then the received image is correct or corruption is unobjectionable. In the case where the received edge image differs from the extracted edge image at different regions, these regions are marked as corrupt. In JPEG2000, the corrupted regions will have different sizes since the wavelet coefficients at different levels represent different block sizes in the reconstructed image. The block sizes can range from 2 by 2 pixels to 32 by 32 pixels, and generally this depends how many levels of wavelet transform were computed at the transmitter. The spatial pattern of corrupted region may help to determine if the corrupted region is in horizontal, vertical, or diagonal sub-band.

Concealing errors at higher sub-band: This step deals with existence of corrupted regions or blocks in received wavelet coefficients. The location of the corrupted block in the received wavelet coefficients may be used to determine the location of the wavelet coefficient within the sub-band. Effectively, all of these sub-bands may be processed in parallel to determine corrupted wavelet coefficients. Once it is possible to locate the corrupted wavelet coefficients, then their values may be set to zero if the coefficients belong to higher sub-bands at higher level or may be estimated by adjacent coefficients if the coefficients belong to higher sub-bands at lower level. Then the image is reconstructed. The loss of image information by setting the values of the wavelet coefficients to zero is unobjectionable especially for coefficients located at higher sub-bands.

Concealing errors at lower sub-band: If the corrupted coefficients are in the lower sub-band then it is proposed to estimate their values from neighborhood of affected coefficients. For example, if the corrupted coefficients are the approximation coefficients, then it is proposed to estimate their values using the uncorrupted adjacent approximation coefficients.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A set of five 1024×1024 8-bit monochrome images were selected based on various image details to test the approach presented in the section 2. The Figure 2 shows these images: woman and pirate images (with low image detail), boat and goldhill (with medium level of detail) and baboon image (with large image detail). All of these images were transformed using arbitrary five-scale (N = 5) wavelet transform with implicit quantization μ = 8 and ε = 8.5. The resulting JPEG2000 coded image together with mean value m, and edge image were channel coded before transmission. The size of wavelet coefficients for JPEG2000 coded watermarked image together with mean value was 252KB, whereas edge image size was ~3KB only. Since edge image is required to be with zero distortion at the receiver, this is coded with robust channel coding technique to withstand noise in the channel. This step added up to 7KB extra to the edge image. The added noise to the channel was the burst noise, which was simulated by two-state Markov channel model. After generating the two-state Markov noise, this noise (with bit error rate equal to 0.004, 0.006, 0.009 to represent different noise scenario) was added logically to the binary Huffman coded data. The method of addition was simply applying exclusive OR logical operation and the result was an image with noise distortion. The image mixed with noise was the one received at the receiver.

The next step on the transmission side is to embed authentication in the image. As discussed in the previous section, only lowest subband is to be used for digital signature extraction and watermark insertion. For signature extraction, first the lowest subband image is divided into blocks of arbitrary size of 8x8 pixels, thus generating 16 blocks. Using an author name as secret key, L = 32 random sequences were generated with values uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], followed by smoothing, and zero mean steps. Each subband block is finally projected onto each random sequence (and using equation 6) to generate a total of 16×32 = 512 signature bits. In order to insert these signature bits back into lowest subband as a watermark, the quantization step size was arbitrarily selected as B = 10. Using the watermarking algorithm stated in previous section, the wavelet coefficients of each block in the lowest subband are modified. The mean m of resulting coefficients in the lowest band is also saved. Finally, inverse wavelet transform is applied on the modified wavelet coefficients together with remaining subbands to generate watermarked image.

The watermarked image finally undergoes JPEG2000 coding using an arbitrary five-scale (N = 5) wavelet transform, with implicit quantization μ = 8 and ε = 8.5. The resulting JPEG2000 coded image together with mean value m, and edge image were channel coded before transmission. The size of wavelet coefficients for JPEG2000 coded watermarked image together with mean value was 252KB, whereas edge image size was ~3KB only. Since edge image is required to be with zero distortion. This step added up to 7KB extra to the edge image. The added noise to the channel was the burst noise, which was simulated by two-state Markov channel model. After generating the two-state Markov noise, this noise (with bit error rate equal to 0.004, 0.006, 0.009 to represent different noise scenario) was added logically to the binary Huffman coded data. The method of addition was simply applying exclusive OR logical operation and the result was an image with noise distortion. The image mixed with noise was the one received at the receiver.
termed as received wavelet coefficients is computed. This image is higher the degradation observed in all of the test images. Watermarked image i.e., the higher the quantization level, quantization step size also affected the quality of the decomposition used in wavelet transform improved the success extraction success rate decreased. However, higher scale noted that as compression rate increased, watermark bit due to watermark. With various levels of compression, it was found out that in all cases of noise (for all five images), the bits were recovered with an average of 96.8% accuracy. It must be noted here that distortion in the received image included noise in the channel, and imprecision added due to watermark. With various levels of compression, it was noted that as compression rate increased, watermark bit extraction success rate decreased. However, higher scale decomposition used in wavelet transform improved the success rate as bits diffused from lowest scale to full image size. The quantization step size also affected the quality of the watermarked image i.e., the higher the quantization level, higher the degradation observed in all of the test images. Once watermark authentication is completed, edge image from received wavelet coefficients is computed. This image is termed as ‘extracted_edge_image’. This new extracted_edge_image is then subtracted from the received ‘edge_image’ to determine the corrupted regions. As an example, the Figure 3(a) shows the image reconstructed after receiving through channel with BER = 0.009. The Figure 3(b) shows the displayed wavelet coefficients of the received image, the Figure 3(c) shows the edge extraction of displayed wavelet coefficients, and the Figure 3(d) shows the location of the corrupted regions after subtracting the extracted_edge_image of received coefficients from the received edge_image of coefficients of the original image. In order to minimize distortion in the reconstructed image, error concealment method was adopted to handle corrupted regions in wavelet coefficients. As a reference, various error concealment errors are discussed in [20]. In this work, selective corrupted regions are processed for error concealment, though the approach can be extended to all subbands. As an implementation, all corrupted coefficients for all sub-bands on level 5 are estimated using a median filter [21] on 3x3 neighborhood of corrupted coefficient. The filter selection and its neighborhood size were arbitrarily set. The rest of corrupted coefficients on the higher sub-bands were simply set to zero. Once corrupted coefficients are identified and estimated, the inverse wavelet transform was applied to reconstruct image. This approach was repeated on all five test images with different bit error rates, and the result for one image is shown in Figure 4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main focus of this research was to supplement transmission of JPEG2000 image with authentication and noise handling ability. An integrated approach was presented along with simulations. The lowest subband was selected to extract signature bits and place watermark inside and later diffuse it throughout the image. It was found out that as number of decomposition levels increases, so is the diffusion rate of this watermark within the whole image. The authentication level at the receiver can be adjusted based on how much percentage of error is allowed. A separate edge image data was used in this approach as a supplement to offset effects of noise and other data manipulations. In order to ensure its noise free reception, it was scrambled, lossless compressed and then followed by robust channel coding. Though it causes overhead, but it is minimal as total overhead data amounts to few kilo bytes. The channel coding is optional and can be removed if channel has least noise distortion. A number of parameters were used to judge quality of the reconstructed images at the receiver, and it was found that the error concealment improves visual quality of the reconstructed images. Two advantages were clearly noted: (a) the selected data for scrambling and that for signature extraction and watermarking was small resulting in reduced computational complexity (b) data rate remains unchanged as effectively individual coefficients in selected subbands were replaced by equivalently by same number of new modified values.
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Figure 4. Received and concealed boat image: Top: (a) and (b) for BER=0.004; Middle: (c) and (d) for BER=0.006; Bottom: (e) and (f) for BER=0.009.